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Abstract—Hierarchical reinforcement learning (RL) algorithms
can learn a policy faster than standard RL algorithms. However,
the applicability of hierarchical RL algorithms is limited by the
fact that the task decomposition has to be performed in advance
by the human designer. We propose a Lamarckian evolutionary
approach for automatic development of the learning structure in
hierarchical RL. The proposed method combines the MAXQ hier-
archical RL method and genetic programming (GP). In the MAXQ
framework, a subtask can optimize the policy independently of its
parent task’s policy, which makes it possible to reuse learned poli-
cies of the subtasks. In the proposed method, the MAXQ method
learns the policy based on the task hierarchies obtained by GP,
while the GP explores the appropriate hierarchies using the result
of the MAXQ method. To show the validity of the proposed method,
we have performed simulation experiments for a foraging task in
three different environmental settings. The results show strong in-
terconnection between the obtained learning structures and the
given task environments. The main conclusion of the experiments
is that the GP can find a minimal strategy, i.e., a hierarchy that
minimizes the number of primitive subtasks that can be executed
for each type of situation. The experimental results for the most
challenging environment also show that the policies of the subtasks
can continue to improve, even after the structure of the hierarchy
has been evolutionary stabilized, as an effect of Lamarckian mech-
anisms.
Index Terms—Autonomous development, genetic programming
(GP), hierarchical reinforcement learning (RL), Lamarckian evo-
lution.
I. INTRODUCTION
HIERARCHICAL reinforcement learning (RL) algorithms[2], [14], [19] can learn a policy faster than flat (nonhier-
archical) RL algorithms, by capturing a hierarchical structure of
the task. However, the hierarchical frameworks put a burden on
the human designer, who has to design in advance, each module
in the hierarchy, and most problematically the hierarchy itself.
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The construction of a hierarchy, i.e., the decomposition of an
overall task into smaller suitable subtasks is, in general, a diffi-
cult problem. The difficulty arises from the fact that the human
designer’s point of view of a task differs greatly from the agent’s
point of view. Generally, human designers’ construct the hier-
archy by combining high-level behaviors, such as avoidance and
approach, that seem suitable for achieving the task in general.
However, the performance is dependent on the sensorimotor in-
teraction between the agent and the environment, and the in-
teractions between the modules, which are difficult to predict
beforehand.
In this paper, we propose a Lamarckian evolutionary ap-
proach, by combining genetic programming (GP) [11] and the
MAXQ hierarchical RL framework [2], for developing a hier-
archy that is adapted to the given task and environment. In the
proposed method, the MAXQ method learns the policy based
on the hierarchies obtained by the GP, while the GP explores the
appropriate hierarchies using the result of the MAXQ method.
We have chosen to use Dietterich’s MAXQ framework to repre-
sent the hierarchical learning structures, because: 1) MAXQ’s
tree-based representation of the learning structures provides
a straightforward approach for mixing hierarchies by the GP
crossover operator; 2) each subtask can optimize its own policy
independently of higher level subtasks, which makes it possible
to reuse learned policies after applying crossover operations;
3) it is very easy to assign different reward functions, state
space abstractions, and primitive actions to different subtasks;
and 4) the rigorous mathematical foundation of Dietterich’s
approach.
This research has been inspired by the philosophical ideas
presented in Minsky’s book “Society of Mind” [12]. Minsky
introduced the concept that complex intelligent behaviors
emerge as the result of competing primitive agents in the
brain. Although we use an evolutionary algorithm, the process
is what should happen during a single agent’s lifetime. The
nervous system should have some sort of architecture search
mechanism, which is approximated here by GP. In the proposed
method, different learning structures compete by the means of
a Lamarckian evolutionary process. We consider that the agents
already have the knowledge to execute primitive behaviors,
such as avoiding an obstacle and approaching a target. The
role of learning and evolution are, therefore, not to improve
low-level motor actions, but to combine the primitive behaviors
into higher level modules, adapted to the current task and
environment.
We are interested in the interaction between learning and
evolution. Our general approach is to use RL to learn the task
at hand and use the evolutionary search process for optimizing
meta-aspects of the learning, such as meta-parameters [7],
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switching of primitive behaviors [6] and, in this study, hierar-
chical learning structures. While there is very little biological
evidence for the benefits of combining learning and evolu-
tion, it has been shown for evolutionary computation that the
addition of learning techniques can improve the adaptivity
and thereby increase the speed of the evolutionary process
[8]. These improvements can originate from the biologically
plausible Baldwin effect [20], i.e., indirect genetic assimilation
of learned traits, or from biologically disproved Lamarckian
mechanisms [9], i.e., inheritance of learned traits. In general,
it has been shown for artificial evolution that Lamarckian
evolution is more effective in a stationary environment [1],
while standard Darwinian evolution is more effective in a
nonstationary environment [16].
A secondary objective of this study, in addition to the de-
velopment of hierarchical learning structures, is to investigate
the potential benefits of Lamarckianism for accelerating the
learning of the policies in the subtasks. The MAXQ frame-
work enables reusing of learned subtask policies after genetic
operations, which minimizes the need for learning the subtask
policies from scratch in each generation, and the learning
can, therefore, continue over several generations. In our ex-
perimental setup, the environmental conditions do not change
during the evolution and the learning time for the individuals
in one generation is relatively short, which suggests a good
case for Lamarckian learning. Positive evidence for a Lamar-
ckian learning effect would be if the learning performance
continues to improve after the hierarchical structure has been
evolutionary obtained, and if the obtained hierarchies have sig-
nificantly higher performance compared with hierarchies with
identical learning structures, but the learning of the subtask
policies reset to scratch.
The studies most related to our work have been performed
by Downing [5] and Iba [10], i.e., research that combines tree-
based GP and RL. Their results showed that a hybrid approach
can benefit both evolution and learning. The RL can accelerate
the evolution by means of the Baldwin effect, and/or Lamar-
ckian mechanisms. Additionally, the evolutionary search pro-
vided by the GP can construct a proper state abstraction for the
current task and environment, which is especially valuable for
high-dimensional state spaces. It should be noted that Downing
and Iba have only evaluated their methods in grid-world navi-
gation tasks, where the agents can access global position infor-
mation. The main difference between our study and the earlier
studies is that they integrate GP and flat RL to achieve a more
efficient state space construction in flat RL, whereas we use the
GP as a tool for optimizing the hierarchical structures used for
MAXQ.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. After a
short review of standard RL and a presentation of the MAXQ
framework, in Section II, we present our method of combining
Lamarckian GP and the MAXQ hierarchical RL method in
Section III. In Section IV, we describe our foraging task, the
subtasks, and the three different environmental settings used
in our simulation experiments. Thereafter, in Section V, we
present the results of the evolution experiments in the three
environments, showing that an optimal task decomposition
strongly depends on the current task environment. The main
conclusion is that the evolution can find a minimal strategy, i.e.,
a hierarchy that minimizes the number of primitive subtasks
that can be executed in each type of situation. If a subgoal
requires more than one primitive subtask to be accomplished,
there can be a Lamarckian learning effect that optimizes the
learning in the hierarchy over generations, even if the hierarchy
itself has been evolutionary stabilized. We conclude with a
discussion of the results and future research directions.
II. BACKGROUND
We begin with a short review of the basics of flat RL and,
thereafter, we present the MAXQ framework, which has been
used for representing the hierarchical learning structures in this
study.
A. Basics of Reinforcement Learning (RL)
RL [18] is a computational approach to learning from interac-
tion with the environment. An agent learns a policy, state-to-ac-
tion mapping, based on scalar reward signals received from the
environment. At time , the agent observes the current state
, the set of states of the environment. Based on the current
policy , the agents selects an action , the set
of primitive actions. The environment makes a state transition
from to . According to the action , the agent receives
a reward . The goal is to learn a policy, , that maximizes the
cumulative discounted future reward. The value of a state , the
state-value function, under policy is given by Bellman equa-
tion as
(1)
where is the reward for taking action in state ,
resulting in the new state , and , , is the discount
factor of future rewards. Similarly, the value of selecting action
in state , the action-value function is given as
(2)
The learning in the MAXQ framework is based on -learning
[21] and SARSA [15]. -learning is an off-policy RL algorithm,
which learns an estimate of the action value function , inde-
pendent of the policy being followed, according to:
(3)
where is the learning rate. SARSA is an on-policy RL algo-
rithm, which learns an estimate of the action value function ,
while the agent follows policy , according to:
(4)
In both -learning and SARSA, the policy is derived from
the action values. The probably most common action selection
method is -greedy, where the agent selects the greedy action,
, most of the time, but with a small
probability , the agent selects a random action. An alternative
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is softmax action selection, where the actions are ranked and
weighted according to their action values. The most common
softmax method uses a Boltzmann distribution and selects an
action , with probability
(5)
where the positive parameter is the inverse temperature.
B. The MAXQ Framework
Hierarchical RL algorithms are methods for introducing state
abstraction to the RL framework, to be able to apply RL to
complex large-scale problems. The goal of hierarchical RL is
to exploit hierarchical structures in complex Markov decision
processes (MDPs). This is realized by decomposing an overall
task into smaller suitable subtasks. This gives a hierarchy of
the task, where the actions of the subtasks are other subtasks
or primitive commands/subtasks. Many of the subtasks repre-
sent abstract subgoals that cannot be accomplished in one time
step. The actions of the subtasks are, therefore, extended in time
and a subtask, i.e., an action of a higher level subtask, is ac-
tive until a well-defined termination criterion is fulfilled. As the
subtasks can be active for variable amount of time steps , hi-
erarchical RL can be defined as a semi-Markov decision process
(semi-MDP). The state transition probability function is a joint
distribution of the result state and the number of time steps
, when action is performed in state : , with




The objective of learning in the MAXQ framework, given a
MAXQ graph, i.e., a task decomposition (see Fig. 1 for a naive
task decomposition of the foraging task used in our experi-
ments), is to find a recursively optimal policy, defined as the
following.
A recursively optimal policy for MDP with MAXQ
decomposition is a hierarchical policy
such that for each subtask , the cor-
responding policy is optimal for the semi-MDP defined by
states , the set of action , the state transition probability
function , the reward function of the original
reward function , and the pseudo-reward function
.
Recursive optimality is a form of local optimality in which the
policy at each node is optimal given the policy of its children. A
Fig. 1. Naive task decomposition of the foraging task used in our experiments,
including all composite subtasks (inner nodes) and primitive subtasks (leaf
nodes) provided to the agent. The overall task (Root) is decomposed into two
main tasks: find and capture a battery (Capture), and return the battery to the
nest (Return). The main capturing subtasks is decomposed into finding the
battery (Find battery), and capturing a visible battery (Capture battery). The
main returning subtasks is decomposed into finding the nest (Find nest), and
returning the battery to the visible nest (Return nest). The composite subtasks
in the lowest abstraction layer then use the available primitive subtasks
(Avoid, Wander, Battery, Nest, and Rotate) to achieve their goals. Note that
the primitive subtasks are shared by all hierarchies and composite subtasks in
our framework. The duplication of primitive subtasks in the figure is only for
illustrative purposes.
subtask tries to find the optimal policy without reference to the
parent node’s policy.
Formally, the MAXQ task decomposition requires a
given MDP to be decomposed into a set of subtasks
, where is the root subtask. A subtask
is a three-tuple defined as follows.
• is a termination predicate that partitions states into a
set of active states , and a set of terminal states . The
policy for a subtask can only be executed if the current
state .
• is a set of actions that can be performed to achieve
subtask . These actions can either be primitive actions
from or they can be other subtasks, denoted by their
indexes .
• is the pseudo-reward function, which specifies a
pseudo-reward for each transition from a state to
a terminal state . The pseudo-reward tells how de-
sirable each of the terminal states is for the subtask. Typ-
ically, goal terminal states have a pseudo-reward of 0 and
all nongoal terminal states have negative pseudo-rewards.
Each primitive action from is a primitive subtask in the
MAXQ decomposition, which is always executable, terminates
immediately after execution, and its pseudo-reward function is
uniformly zero.
The value function for executing a hierarchical policy
is called the projected value function. The projected value
function is the value for executing , starting in state and at
the root of the hierarchy. The projected value function
for subtask in state is decomposed into two parts, defined as
if is composite
if is primitive (8)
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where is the reward function for the primitive subtasks and
is recursively defined as
(9)
is called the completion function and is defined as the
discounted cumulative reward for completing subtask after
invoking the subroutine for subtask in state
(10)
(8)–(10), the decomposition equations, tell how to decompose
the projected value for the root into projected value
functions for the individual subtasks ,
and the individual completion functions for
. The projected value function is stored explicitly
as values for all primitive actions and implicitly as values
for all composite subtasks.
In general, the decomposition of the projected value function
can be expressed as
(11)
where is the path of nodes from the root node to
a primitive leaf node, given by the hierarchical policy and the
current state .
To be able to learn recursively optimal policies, the MAXQ
method uses two completion functions, and . is the
normal completion described above [(10)]. is used by the
parent task to compute , the expected reward for per-
forming action starting in state . The second completion
function is only used inside node in order to discover the
local optimal policy for . uses both the original reward
function , and the pseudo-reward function .
The learning rules for updating , similar to -learning [(3)]




where . The updating
of the value function in primitive subtasks are accomplished by
SARSA or -learning, where the discount factor is set to zero
(14)
III. EXPLORATION OF MAXQ GRAPHS BY GP
By introducing hierarchical learning structures, the MAXQ
method can learn a good policy faster than flat RL methods.
However, the MAXQ framework provides no way of learning
the structure of the hierarchy, which was duly noted in the in-
troduction of Dietterich’s original work. This section presents
our method of using GP to develop an appropriate hierarchy.
A. MAXQ Modifications
One aim of this study is that the agent shall behave as an au-
tonomous agent, using local and continuous state information.
We suspect that one reason for the limited research activities in
methods for automatic construction of hierarchies is that most
MAXQ studies only consider toy examples in a discrete grid
world, where the interaction between agent and environment
plays a limited role in the construction of a good hierarchy. The
original MAXQ algorithm is also formulated for the case where
each primitive subtask consists of a single action. In this paper,
we consider a foraging task for a mobile robot, where the prim-
itive subtasks consist of primitive behaviors using prelearned
policies and terminal conditions. Therefore, instead of storing
the state-value function directly, the primitive subtasks store the
action-value function , which modifies (8) to
if is composite
if is primitive (15)
where is defined as
(16)
which is identical to the standard RL formulation [(2)]. To
handle the continuous state input, the value functions and
completion functions are approximated by linear normalized
Gaussian RBF networks, see the Appendix for details.
We have used softmax action selection with a Boltzmann dis-
tribution [(5)], where the inverse temperature is exponentially
increased, i.e., multiplied with the parameter , after the sub-
task has terminated as
(17)
Experience has shown that it is important to keep an amount
of stochasticity in the action selection through the learning, to
prevent the agent from getting trapped in suboptimal behaviors.
Therefore, we have set a maximum probability (0.98 in our ex-
periments) for selecting an action, to ensure that the agent will
continue to select exploratory actions. In such cases, -greedy
( ) action selection is used. Note that this is also the
case for the primitive subtasks, so although the primitive sub-
tasks do not update their value functions during the evolution,
their action selection is still stochastic.
B. Evolutionary Scheme
Learning and evolution are two forms of adaptation that occur
on different time scales. Learning operates on a single individual
within one generation, while evolution operates on the whole
population over many generations. We, therefore, find it natural
to use RL to learn the task at hand and the evolutionary search
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Fig. 2. Crossover operation between two MAXQ graphs. The parent hierar-
chies switch subtrees at randomly selected crossover points. Note that the new
parent has to exist in the parent list of the root node of the switched subtree.
After the crossover, the new hierarchies reset the learning of the subtasks in the
path from the root to the parent of new subtree, dotted rectangles in the figure.
process to optimize meta-aspects of the learning, such as meta-
parameters, switching of primitive behaviors and, in this study,
hierarchical learning structures.
The two main motivations for using the MAXQ framework
for representing the hierarchical learning structures are that:
1) the tree-based MAXQ graphs provide a straightforward
approach for mixing hierarchies by the GP crossover operator
and 2) the fact that a subtask learns to optimize its own policy
without reference to the parent node’s policy, which makes it
possible to preserve learned structures under genetic crossover
manipulations. Our combination of the MAXQ framework
and GP is, therefore, seamless algorithmically and also has
the potential of benefiting from computationally interesting
Lamarckian mechanisms.
Our basic assumption for this study is that the artificial evo-
lution is seen as a process for developing the strategy or hier-
archy for a given task and environment during the lifetime of
one agent. The agent already knows how to perform primitive
behaviors, i.e., the primitive subtasks in the MAXQ graphs. The
role of the evolutionary process is, therefore, to combine the al-
ready learned primitive behaviors into more complex and ab-
stract learning structures by mixing competing learning strate-
gies according to how well they perform the learning task. It
should be noted that this assumption requires that the imple-
menter designs the available subtasks in the same manner as for
standard MAXQ implementations. We have thereby limited this
study to optimization of the hierarchy and an investigation of the
benefits of combining learning and evolution in this framework.
In our method, the genome is represented by the MAXQ
graph, where the function and terminal sets are the composite
and primitive subtasks, respectively. As the different subtasks
have different state spaces, goals and termination criteria, it is
natural that all subtasks are not allowed to be parent nodes to
all other subtasks. We have, therefore, used a form of strongly
typed GP [13]. In general, strongly typed GP allows the designer
to assign a type to the arguments and the return value of each
function. In our case, this means that the subtasks store a list of
the subtasks that are allowed to be parent nodes.
To realize the mixing of the competing learning structures,
we use the GP crossover operator, as illustrated in Fig. 2. The
parent hierarchies switch subtrees at randomly selected appli-
cable crossover points, i.e., the new parent node exists in the list
of valid parent nodes of the root node of the switched subtree.
After crossover, it is necessary to reset the learning in the sub-
tasks, where the policy is affected by the operation, i.e., in the
path from the root to the parent of new subtree as indicated by
the dotted rectangles in the figure. By resetting the learning, we
mean that the values for the function approximation of , ,
and , and the inverse temperature are set to their initial
values.
Alg. 1. Pseudocode for our evolutionary scheme.




4) Evaluate the fitness of each hierarchy, according to the
performance of the last half of the trials;
5) Reproduce a fixed number of individuals;
6) Create the remaining hierarchies by crossover, where the
parents is given by tournament selection;
7) until fittest half of the population has identical structure;
Our evolutionary scheme is shown in Alg. 1. The primitive
subtasks are first trained by a hand-coded MAXQ hierarchy
that contains all primitive subtasks. After convergence, the ac-
tion-values are saved to evolutionary process, where all hierar-
chies share the obtained primitive behaviors. The population is
initialized with a variety of hierarchies: from simple solutions
containing no composite subtasks except for the root task, to
complex solutions containing all primitive and composite sub-
tasks. Each hierarchy is evaluated according to the number of
time steps it takes to successfully complete a fixed number of
trials. The fitness is computed as the number of time steps to
complete the last half of the learning trials, where a short time
represents a high fitness value. A new generation is created by:
1) elitism: a fixed number of the fittest hierarchies is reproduced
and 2) crossover: the remaining part of the population is created
by crossover, where the parents are given by tournament selec-
tion.
To be able to compute the difference in structure between
hierarchies, we have constructed a simple difference measure-
ment. The structural difference is the number of subtasks that
differs between two hierarchies, where subtasks in different ab-
straction layers are assigned different values. A difference in
highest abstraction level (subtasks Capture and Deliver) gives
a value of 4, a difference in the next abstraction layer (the re-
maining composite subtasks) gives a value of 2, and a difference
at the lowest level (all primitive subtasks) gives a value of 1.
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Fig. 3. The CR robot with battery pack.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
A. Cyber Rodent (CR) Robot
This study has been performed within the Cyber Rodent (CR)
project [4]. The main goal of the CR project is to study the adap-
tive mechanisms of artificial agents under the same fundamental
constraints as biological agents, namely, self-preservation and
self-reproduction. The CR, shown in Fig. 3, has two main fea-
tures: the ability to capture and recharge from battery packs in
the environment for self-preservation, and to exchange data and
programs via IR-communications for self-reproduction.
The CR is a two-wheel mobile robot equipped with an om-
nidirectional vision system, eight distance sensors, color LEDs
for visual signaling, an audio speaker, and microphones.
The experiments presented in this paper have been performed
in a MATLAB simulator developed for the CR project. To make
the simulations more realistic, we added uniformly distributed
noise to the sensor inputs and the action outputs in the ranges
(relative to the full range of ): for the distance
sensors and the distance information from the vision system,
for the angle information from the vision system,
and for the two wheel speeds of all actions. Our re-
cent study [6] showed that primitive behaviors learned by RL
in simulation could be directly transferred to the hardware with
reasonable performance.
B. RL Task
The learning task used in this paper is foraging of battery
packs: the CR should find a battery pack, capture the battery
pack, find the nest, and then return the battery pack to the nest.
To solve the task, the robot relies only on local state information
received by the robot’s sensory system: distances from the five
front proximity sensors, distance and angle to the closest battery
pack and the nest, if they are visible. The angular range of the
vision system is and within the field of view both
the battery packs and the nest are visible from all distances, if
they are not obscured by obstacles. In short, we have only used
the state information that is available for the real CR robot.
TABLE I
FOUR SEQUENTIAL SUBGOALS FOR THE FORAGING TASK
TABLE II
PROVIDED COMPOSITE SUBTASKS AND THEIR GOAL AND
NONGOAL TERMINAL STATES
We designed the foraging task to be simple, but with enough
variability to serve our purpose of: 1) showing that our method
is able to find hierarchies that are suitable for both the task and
the current environmental setting; 2) demonstrating the impor-
tance of taking the environment, and not only the task itself, in
consideration when performing task decomposition; and 3) in-
vestigation of the potential benefits from Lamarckianism.
During the execution of task, the agent has to accomplish four
sequential subgoals, used as goal terminal states for the com-
posite subtasks, as shown in Table I. The table also shows the
relevant local state information available to the CR to accom-
plish each subgoal.
Fig. 1 shows the hierarchy that was used to train the primi-
tive subtasks. It contains all available subtasks, composite and
primitive, that is provided to the CR. This naive task decom-
position is based on the intuition that the composite subtasks
should be related to the subgoals. The primitive subtasks should
be connected to the lowest abstraction layer, and use all avail-
able primitive subtasks for each composite subtask.
Table II shows the available composite subtasks and the goal
and nongoal terminal states for each subtask. Each of the four
subtasks in the lowest abstraction layer, Find battery, Capture
battery, Find nest, and Return nest, are designed to accomplish
one of the subgoals, and are therefore only active in the states re-
lated to that subgoal. The subtasks in the next abstraction layer,
Capture and Deliver, are active in the states related to the two
main tasks, i.e., capture a battery and deliver the battery to the
nest, respectively. The top abstraction layer, Root, is of course
active for all states.
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TABLE III
PRELEARNED PRIMITIVE SUBTASKS FOR THE FORAGING TASK
For all composite subtasks, the pseudo-reward is set to
0 for the goal terminal states and for the nongoal terminal
states. A composite subtask terminates if it reaches a terminal
state and it can only be selected if it is active, i.e., the current
state is not a terminal state. Additionally, a composite subtask
will also terminate if it experiences a state for which it cannot
select any action, i.e., the current state is a terminal state for all
its children nodes. If this situation occurs for the root node, i.e.,
that the root cannot select any action, the hierarchy is labeled as
nonfunctional and is not allowed to be reproduced.
The prelearned primitive subtasks are shown in Table III. The
primitive subtasks are simple reactive behaviors using one type
of state input and four or five discrete actions to accomplish
their tasks, where the actions are pairs of right and left wheel
velocities.
To explore the environment and avoid obstacles the CR can
execute two types of exploration behaviors: Wander and Avoid.
Wander executes more forward directed actions with higher
speeds, intended to be used for exploration in open areas.
Avoid executes actions that are intended primarily for avoiding
obstacles and preventing the CR from being trapped at corners.
Avoid has therefore, one backward action and two, one in each
direction, rotating actions, but lacks a straight forward action.
The reward functions for the primitive subtasks are de-
signed to promote the CR to move a long distance forward and
keep a small angle to a target, i.e., the closest battery pack or the
nest in each time step. The reward given in each time step is in
the interval . The reward functions are functions of either
movement, for Avoid and Wander, or the angle to a target, for
Battery, Nest, and Rotate. The subtasks receive maximum nega-
tive reward if the subtasks fail, i.e., if the smallest proximity
sensor reading is below the minimum effective range, 70 mm,
for Avoid and Wander, or if the target is not visible anymore, for
Battery, Nest, and Rotate.
C. Environmental Settings
To evaluate the performance of the proposed method, it has
been tested in three different environmental settings, shown as
snapshots from the MATLAB simulator in Fig. 4. The small
filled light gray circles with black boundaries represent the bat-
tery packs, and the big darker gray circles represent the nests.
Fig. 4. The three different environmental settings used for evaluating
our method. The small filled light gray circles with black boundaries
represent the battery packs, and the big darker gray circles represent the
nests. (a) Environment 1. (b) Environment 2. (c) Environment 3.
At the beginning of each trial, the CR starts in the nest area,
and captures the battery if the center of the head circle reaches
a battery circle. The trial ends if the center of the head circle
reaches the nest area after a successful battery capturing. A trial
is also terminated if the CR has used more than a fixed number
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of time steps to complete the task (2000 in our experiments).
The next hierarchy in the population starts from the final posi-
tion of the previous hierarchy, except when the previous hier-
archy could not complete the task in time, in which case the CR
is moved back to nest area for the new trial. The CR can only
receive visual information from the nest and battery if the cen-
ters of the targets are visible, i.e., if the target is within the vision
range and not blocked by obstacles. The hierarchies (totaling 16
in our experiments) perform 16 learning trials in random order,
in each generation.
Environment 1 [Fig. 4(a)] constitutes a very simple task set-
ting, as there are no obstacles in the environment. The prediction
is that an optimal solution should be a simple strategy, where
the CR needs to execute only one primitive subtask for accom-
plishing each subgoal and, therefore, no learning is required in
the composite subtasks. Such a strategy could be that the CR
uses the Battery behavior to capture the battery and Nest be-
havior for returning to the nest. As there are no obstacles, the
need for exploration (Avoid and Wander) and correction of the
trajectory (Rotate) seems to be very limited. Avoid can be used
for performing a 180 turn at the nest corner and at the battery
corner, after battery capturing.
Environment 2 [Fig. 4(b)] was included to evaluate a task set-
ting where the two main tasks (battery capturing and returning
to the nest) have different degrees of difficulty. Capturing a bat-
tery is relatively simple, as the CR will quickly get visible con-
tact with a battery after it has moved out of the nest area, sur-
rounded by the two walls. Returning to nest constitutes a much
more challenging subtask, as the walls surrounding the nest ob-
scure the nest from most positions.
Environment 3 [Fig. 4(c)] is the most challenging task setting,
where all subtasks seem to constitute an approximately equal
challenge. The prediction is therefore that an optimal hierarchy
has to learn composite subtasks with two or more primitive sub-
tasks for accomplishing each subgoal.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Here, we present the hierarchies obtained in the three environ-
ments. Although the GP did not find exactly the same hierarchy
in all simulations in an environment, the obtained hierarchies in
an environment represented almost identical functionality in all
simulations.
A. Artificial Evolution
The main results from the experiments are shown in Figs. 5
and 6. Fig. 5 shows, for the three environments, the evolution
of the average learning time (the average number of time steps
to complete the last half of the learning trials) and the average
difference in learning structure (the hierarchies ranked 2–8 are
compared with the fittest hierarchy), for the best half of the pop-
ulation (eight individuals).
Fig. 6(a), (c), and (e) shows the hierarchies obtained by the
GP in the three environments. Fig. 6(b), (d), and (f) gives an il-
lustration of the behaviors used by the CR for the hierarchies.
A typical trajectory used by the best individual in the last gen-
eration is shown in the figures. The different types of markers
represent the different primitive subtasks executed by the CR in
each time step.
In environment 1, the decrease in learning time is correlated
with the decrease in structural difference [Fig. 5(a) and (b)].
Both curves reach a stable low level after about 20 generations,
where the average trial time is approximately 230 time steps and
the average structural difference has a value below 1, suggesting
that the best hierarchies differ only for one primitive subtask.
The obtained hierarchical structure is very simple, using only
two composite subtasks [Fig. 6(a)]. In fact, as predicted earlier,
the CR executes only one prelearned primitive subtask for ac-
complishing each subgoal. While searching for the battery and
also while returning the battery to the nest, the CR can select
both Avoid and Nest. However, behavioral analysis, as illus-
trated in Fig. 6(b), verifies that the obtained hierarchy simply
combines pretrained primitive subtasks without any learning in
the middle nodes. This solution differs in one aspect compared
with the naive strategy suggested in the description of the en-
vironments (Section IV-C). While searching for the battery, the
CR always approaches the nest if it is visible, as seen for the
first 7 time steps in Fig. 6(b). Thereby, the CR uses the available
vision information received from the nest to navigate quickly to
the nest and uses the corner to perform a 180 turn by executing
the Avoid behavior.
We consider this result to give strong support for our evolu-
tionary approach, since even for this very simple task setting,
the GP is able to find a solution (by exploring the constraints
of the task and environment) that is very easily overlooked by a
human designer.
The evolutionary process in environment 2 [Fig. 5(c) and (d)]
is different from the other two environments. There is only a
small improvement in learning time over generations, from ap-
proximately 350 time steps to 300 time steps, and the variance
remains very large through the whole process. This suggests that
there is a large variability in the performance of a single hier-
archy between trials. In environment 2, the obtained hierarchy
[Fig. 6(c)] has, as predicted, different types of structures for the
two main tasks, capturing the battery and returning to the nest.
For capturing the battery, the strategy is completely decided by
the hierarchy: when the battery is not visible the CR executes the
Avoid behavior and after the battery becomes visible the CR ex-
ecutes the Battery behavior. That the GP search does not include
the Wander behavior when searching for a battery is probably
explained by the fact that Avoid does not have a straightforward
action and thereby the CR will get visible contact with a battery
as soon as it passes the two walls that surround the nest, as seen
in Fig. 6(d).
An interesting type of behavior is displayed when the CR is
returning to the visible nest, i.e., the last part of the trajectory.
The CR executes the Rotate behavior fairly often, which maybe
seems surprising as this behavior does not move the CR forward
at all. The explanation is that the CR can only get visual infor-
mation from the center point of the nest and has to keep a very
precise trajectory towards the goal. Otherwise, it will lose sight
of the nest or get trapped at the wall. However, since the CR
keeps doing this after it has passed the wall, i.e., the very last
part of the trajectory, suboptimal learning is suggested.
The obtained hierarchy in environment 3 displays, pre-
dictably, the most complex structure [Fig. 6(e)]. The CR
executes two primitive subtasks for accomplishing each sub-
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Fig. 5. Panel (a), (c), and (e) show the average learning time for the last half (8) trials, with standard deviation for the eight fittest hierarchies in each generation,
in the three environments. Panel (b), (d), and (f) shows average difference in learning structure, with standard deviation for the eight fittest hierarchies in each
generation. For each generation, the hierarchies ranked 2–8 have been compared with the fittest hierarchy. Note that the termination criterion for GP is that the eight
fittest individuals have identical learning structures, which means that the difference has to be 0 for the last generation. (a) Average learning time in environment 1.
(b) Average difference in structure in environment 1. (c) Average learning time in environment 2. (d) Average difference in structure in environment 2. (e) Average
learning time in environment 3. (f) Average difference in structure in environment 3.
goal, except for returning to the visible nest [Fig. 6(f)]. While
searching, the CR executes the Wander behavior in more open
areas and the Avoid behavior to prevent it from getting trapped
at walls and corners. When the CR approaches the battery it
uses the Rotate behavior to correct the path at three occasions,
to prevent losing sight of the battery in similar fashion as in
environment 2.
The curves for environment 3 [Fig. 5(e) and (f)] follow the
same pattern as for environment 1, with the important difference
that the convergence of the structural difference precedes the
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Fig. 6. The obtained hierarchies [(a), (c), and (e)] and typical trajectories [(b), (d), and (f)] used by the best individuals in the last generation in the three environ-
ments. The markers indicate which primitive subtask the CR used in each time step. The position of the markers is equal to the position of the center of the head
circle of the simulated robot. (a) Obtained hierarchy in environment 1. (b) Typical trajectory used by the best individual in environment 1. (c) Obtained hierarchy
in environment 2. (d) Typical trajectory used by the best individual in environment 2. (e) Obtained hierarchy in environment 3. (f) Typical trajectory used by the
best individual in environment 3.
convergence of the learning time with approximately ten gener-
ations. This suggests a Lamarckian learning effect because the
hierarchies continue to improve their behaviors, i.e., the poli-
cies of the composite subtasks, over generations, even when the
learning structure is almost fixed. The benefit of Lamarckianism
in environment 3 was confirmed in an additional experiment, in
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which the eight best hierarchies from the last generation were
compared with eight hierarchies with identical structure, but
with the learning reset to scratch in all composite subtasks, i.e.,
the function approximation of , , and , and the inverse
temperature were set to their initial values. The experiment
was performed in the same manner as the evaluation part of the
evolution. Each hierarchy performed 16 learning trials and the
fitness was calculated as the average number of time steps for
the last 8 trials. This was repeated 10 times for each hierarchy,
giving a total of 80 evaluations each for Lamarckian learning
and learning from scratch. The performances were compared by
a student t test and the difference was significant ( ).
Similar experiments were also performed for the hierarchies
obtained in environment 1 and environment 2, but there was
no significant difference in performance between Lamarckian
learning and learning from scratch. This is not surprising be-
cause large parts of these behaviors are completely decided by
the hierarchies, i.e., the CR can only execute one primitive sub-
task. Therefore, the necessity for learning is limited (environ-
ment 2) or very limited (environment 1).
Fig. 7 shows the development of composite and primitive sub-
tasks for the evolution in environment 1. The figures show how
the number of composite [Fig. 7(a)] and primitive [Fig. 7(b)]
subtasks included in the best half of the hierarchies changes
over generations. We have chosen to only present the results for
one environment because the process was very similar for all
our simulations in all environments. As indicated earlier by the
difference in structure, the evolution very quickly, i.e., 15–20
generations, finds the preferable composite subtasks, as seen in
Fig. 7(a). During the first half of the evolution, the majority of
the primitive subtasks are also decided, except for one or two
subtasks. Typically, the evolution takes a longer time deciding
whether to include or exclude the Avoid and/or Wander behav-
iors while exploring, as seen in Fig. 7(b).
In general, the evolutionary process tries to find a minimal
strategy for the task. With a minimal strategy, we do not mean
a hierarchy that contains as few subtasks as possible. Instead,
a minimal strategy minimizes the number of primitive subtasks
that can be executed to achieve the subtasks’ goals, and the com-
posite subtasks are used for limiting the scope of the different
primitive subtasks. Especially, the evolution tries to find strate-
gies for which only one primitive subtask is required to solve a
subgoal, as seen for the overall task in environment 1 [Fig. 6(a)],
finding and capturing of a battery in environment 2 [Fig. 6(c)],
and returning to the visible nest in environment 3 [Fig. 6(e)].
A minimal strategy minimizes the need for relearning of the
behaviors, and thereby promotes more stable behaviors with
higher fitness.
B. Cross Evaluation
We have performed cross-testing experiments to test how well
the evolution adapts the learning structures for the different en-
vironments, and the ability to perform the task in environments
different from the training environment.
We compared the eight best hierarchies from the last gen-
eration in each environment and tested their performances in
the three environments. The experiments were performed in the
Fig. 7. The bar graphs show the development of composite and primitive sub-
tasks in environment 1. The top figure shows the number of composite subtasks
included in the best half the hierarchies (8) in each generation. The bottom figure
shows the number of primitive subtasks included in best half of the hierarchies,
for each composite subtask. The figure includes only the relevant composite sub-
tasks, i.e., composite subtasks that are included in the final obtained solution.
(a) The development of composite subtasks over generations in environment 1.
(b) The development of primitive subtasks for the relevant composite subtasks
in environment 1.
same manner as the evaluation part of the evolution. Each hier-
archy performed 16 learning trials and the fitness was calculated
as the average number of time steps for the last 8 trials. This
was repeated 10 times for each environment, giving a total of
80 evaluation tests for each type of hierarchy and environment.
Fig. 8 shows the average of the 80 tests for each tested hierarchy
and environment, as bar graphs including standard deviation.
An asterisk indicates that the difference in average performance
between the hierarchy trained in the environment and another
hierarchy was highly significant ( ), according to a
student t test. The trajectories in Fig. 9 give an illustration of the
performance of the hierarchies, when tested in an environment
different from the training environment.
The results show that the GP is, indeed, able to obtain hierar-
chies that are especially adapted to the given task and environ-
ment. In each environment, the hierarchy obtained in that en-
vironment has significantly higher performance compared with
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Fig. 8. Cross-testing results in the three environments. The performances of the
eight best hierarchies from the last generation in each environment were tested
in environment 3. The figures show the average learning time with standard de-
viation for 80 evaluation tests for each type of hierarchy and environment. An
asterisk indicates that the average difference in performance between the hier-
archy trained in the environment and another hierarchy was highly significant
(p = 0:001). (a) Cross-testing results in environment 1. (b) Cross-testing re-
sults in environment 2. (c) Cross-testing results in environment 3.
the other two hierarchies. The only exception is that in environ-
ment 2, the solution obtained in environment 3 performs slightly
better on average than the obtained solution [the third bar in
Fig. 8(b)]. However, this is not a robust solution because the
Fig. 9. Illustration of the behaviors of the obtained hierarchies when tested
in an environment that is different from the training environment. (a) Typical
trajectory used by the best hierarchy obtained for environment 1, when tested
in environment 3. (b) Typical trajectory used by the best hierarchy obtained for
environment 2, when tested in environment 3. (c) Good (black) and bad (gray)
trajectories used by the best hierarchy obtained for environment 3, when tested
in environment 2.
variance is more than twice as large compared with the hier-
archy trained in environment 2. The large difference in perfor-
mance seems to have two main explanations that are visualized
in Fig. 9(c), where the trajectories for a good (black) and bad
(gray) learning trial are shown. First, the hierarchy trained in en-
vironment 2 [Fig. 6(c)] uses only Avoid, which lacks a straight
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forward action, to move out of the nest. This ensures that the CR
will get visual contact with the battery very quickly. In contrast,
the hierarchy [Fig. 6(e)] trained in environment 3 use a mix of
Avoid and Wander. The CR is, therefore, moving in a relatively
straight trajectory out of the nest and has to turn around by en-
countering a wall (the black trajectory) or a corner (the gray tra-
jectory). Second, the hierarchy trained in environment 3 lacks
the Rotate behavior when the CR is returning to the nest. The
CR, therefore, cannot perform precise correction of the trajec-
tory towards the nest, and will easily lose the visual contact, as
seen for the gray trajectory in the upper left part of the figure.
Fig. 9(a) and (b) illustrates well why the hierarchies trained
in environment 1 and 2 are suboptimal when tested in envi-
ronment 3. Although, the trajectories are not so different from
the trajectories executed by hierarchy trained in the environ-
ment [Fig. 6(f)], the suboptimal hierarchies execute on average
75–100 more primitive subtasks to complete a trial. Four clearly
displayed suboptimal features are that: 1) both hierarchies use
the slow Avoid behavior to find the battery; 2) the hierarchy
trained in environment 1 uses only the slow Avoid behavior
to find the nest; 3) this solution also returns to the nest when
searching for the battery; and 4) the hierarchy trained for envi-
ronment 2 uses the Rotate behavior frequently when returning
to the nest, as this action does not move the CR forward, it pro-
longs the trial.
The results show that it is difficult to construct a general so-
lution, i.e., a hierarchy that performs really well in all environ-
mental settings. However, the Lamarckian approach can offer
assistance in achieving this goal, providing that the hierarchy is
developed in the most challenging task setting.
If the task is very simple (environment 1) or parts of the task
are very simple (the battery capturing part of environment 2), the
evolution will try to find a strategy that uses only one primitive
subtask for completing the simple parts of the task. This solution
is, of course, very effective for the given simple task, but gener-
alizes very badly to other types of environments, as illustrated
by the performance in environments 2 and 3, for the hierarchy
trained in environment 1 [the first bar in Fig. 8(b) and (c)]. Also,
as the hierarchy itself is deciding the behavior, or part of, there is
no possibility or minimal possibility for Lamarckian optimiza-
tion of the behavior over generations.
In contrast, hierarchies that are developed in a difficult task
setting have to use a mix of different behaviors to accomplish
each subgoal. Thereby, the hierarchies can benefit from the
Lamarckian learning effect and keep on optimizing the learning
in the different composite subtasks through the evolutionary
process. When the agent is placed in a new environment, it can
compensate for a suboptimal learning structure with more op-
timized policies for the composite subtasks. This is illustrated
for the hierarchy obtained in environment 3 [the third bar in the
graphs in Fig. 8], the most challenging environmental setting
in our experiments. It has the best performance on average in
both environments 2 and 3, and second best in environment 1.
A natural objection to our conclusions is that a minimal
strategy learns the task faster, but it is not certain that it will
outperform a hierarchy containing more primitive subtasks
for accomplishing each subgoal in the long run. A hierarchy
containing many primitive subtasks will naturally require
Fig. 10. Performance for longer evaluation period in environment 3. The figure
shows the average performance for 150 learning trials for the eight fittest hierar-
chies obtained for environment 3 (dotted line), and eight naives hierarchies with
the structure used to pretrain the primitive subtasks (full line). The vertical bars
indicate the standard deviation.
a longer time for the learning in the composite subtasks to
converge. The evaluation time (16 learning trials) may have
been too short for complex learning structures, and our method
could therefore prevent more complex hierarchies from being
obtained. To test this hypothesis, we compared, in environment
3, the average performance for the eight fittest hierarchies
obtained in environment 3 with eight general hierarchies used
to pretrain the primitive subtasks [Fig. 1]. In the experiment,
we extended the evaluation time from 16 to 150 learning trials
and the result is shown in Fig. 10.
The result shows convincingly that our method, i.e., ob-
taining minimal strategies by GP, not only accelerates the
learning process, but also provides solutions that have good
long-time performance with low variance. The results also
illustrate the difficulty to perform the task decomposition in
advance without considering the current environmental setting.
The dotted curve for the hierarchy obtained in environment 3
shows a relatively rapid increase in performance from approxi-
mately 450 to 380 time steps around trial 16. The performance
is thereafter relatively stable until trial 100. At that point, the
performance is increased again to 350 time steps, and remains
very stable for the rest of the learning time. The increase in per-
formance around trial 100 is explained by our exploration/ex-
ploitation scheme, i.e., exponential increase of the inverse tem-
perature (see the end of Section III-A). At this point in time,
the learning in the composite subtasks is considered converged
and the action selection becomes almost greedy, with the excep-
tion that we limit the maximum probability for selecting a child
subtask (0.98 in our experiments). The CR’s behavior will be al-
most deterministic from this point and a hierarchy with proper
structure and well learned policies in the composite subtasks
will achieve better and more stable performance.
Generally, the issue of assigning meta-parameters, such as
the inverse temperature is an open question in RL, see, e.g.,
Doya’s work [3]. In contrast to discrete grid-world tasks, which
can be completely described as an MDP, more realistic robotic
tasks are more accurately described as a partially observable
MDP (POMDP). POMDP problems often lack theoretically op-
timal solutions and are, in general, very difficult from a RL
point of view. Although the effect of meta-parameters in the RL
framework is outside the scope of this study, we can conclude
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Fig. 11. Comparison of the performance, when learning from scratch, between
flat RL, implemented by Q-learning, and the obtained hierarchical MAXQ so-
lution for environment 3.
for our POMDP task, that the exploration/exploitation scheme
plays an important role for the performance of the hierarchies. It
is especially important that the composite subtasks have learned
a good policy at the point of time when the action selection is
changed from being more stochastic to almost deterministic.
The curve for the naive hierarchy shows an almost linear in-
crease in performance from 550 to 455 time steps during the
first 16 trials. The performance is then decreased, probably due
to less stochasticity in the action selection, and reaches a rel-
atively stable level around 520 time steps between trials 50 to
100. Around trial 100, when the behavior is almost determin-
istic, the performance drastically decreases and reaches a stable
high-level of about 650 time steps with very large variance. As
described in the paragraph above, the explanation is that because
of the POMDP nature of the task, it is very difficult for the com-
posite subtasks to obtain optimal policies. The naive hierarchy,
therefore, needs a lot of exploratory random actions to accom-
plish a fairly good performance, i.e., after about 16 trials. When
the behavior becomes almost deterministic, the performance de-
creases significantly because of suboptimal learning in the com-
posite subtasks.
Another possible objection to our results is that our task is
too simple and a hierarchical structure is not needed. We there-
fore compared the learning performance between flat RL imple-
mented by -learning, to the obtained hierarchical solution in
environment 3. To be able to compare the learning speed, we
started the learning from scratch in both the primitive subtasks,
which were given a priori in the earlier experiments, and the
composite subtasks. The result for ten simulations is shown in
Fig. 11 as the average time per trial. The figure clearly shows
that a good hierarchical task decomposition can accelerate the
learning speed.
VI. DISCUSSION
This paper has proposed a method for combining GP and
the MAXQ framework for automatic development of hierar-
chical learning structures. In the proposed method, the MAXQ
method learns the policy based on the hierarchies obtained by
the GP, while the GP explores the appropriate hierarchies using
the result of the MAXQ method. In the MAXQ framework,
each subtask learns the policy without reference to the parent
task’s policy. Learning structures can, therefore, be preserved in
a Lamarckian fashion, when applying the GP crossover opera-
tion, which was used for mixing the competing task hierarchies.
The method was evaluated for a robotic foraging task in three
different environmental settings in simulation. In earlier hier-
archical RL studies, the effect of different environmental con-
ditions on the optimal task decomposition has been mostly ne-
glected. Our results show that the environment plays an impor-
tant role for good task decomposition. For example, the obtained
hierarchy for the simple environment without obstacles repre-
sents a simple and specialized strategy, while the obtained hier-
archy for the most challenging environment represents a more
general solution that also performs well in other environments
than the training environment.
The main conclusion of the experiments is that the GP can
find a minimal strategy to the problem at hand, i.e., a hierarchy
that uses as few primitive subtasks as possible for each type of
situation the agent can experience while performing the task. Es-
pecially, the evolutionary search tries to find strategies for which
only one primitive subtask is required to solve each subgoal. In
this case, the behavior is completely decided by the hierarchy
itself and no learning is required.
The experimental results also show that the Lamarckian
approach, i.e., continuous learning in the subtasks over gen-
erations, can have an advantage in our framework, given that
the environmental setting is difficult enough to require that
the agent has to use a mix of primitive subtasks to accomplish
the subgoals. The benefit of Lamarckianism was displayed for
the most difficult environmental setting in our experiment, for
which there was significant difference in average performance
between the hierarchies obtained by Lamarckian evolution and
hierarchies with identical learning structure, but the learning
reset to scratch.
Our main goal is to perform hardware experiments on the CR
robot. A robotic platform developed for the study of artificial
agents under the same fundamental constraints as real biological
agents. The real test of the proposed method will, therefore, be to
perform the experiments in the hardware setting. Our recent em-
bodied evolution study [6] showed that it is possible to transfer
primitive behaviors learned by RL in simulation directly to the
hardware with reasonable performance. We therefore believe it
is possible to move the implementation from the simulation to
the hardware setting in a relatively straightforward manner. The
main obstacles are related to computational capacity of the CR
robot, such as the high-computational cost for updating and the
large memory requirement for storing the RBF approximation
of the value functions of the subtasks.
Our results show the need for hierarchical RL methods to
take both the task and environment in consideration when per-
forming task decomposition. We see this as a first promising step
toward a truly automatic hierarchical RL method. Besides the
task decomposition, the MAXQ framework still requires a lot
of human involvement, such as deciding the number of subtasks
and the important design of each of the provided subtasks. In the
future, we plan to develop a more integrated method for com-
bining GP and the MAXQ framework. The evolutionary search
should not only be used to optimize the hierarchy, but also for
construction of, e.g., the state space abstractions in the subtasks.
In the current method, we only use the GP crossover operator
to construct new types of hierarchies, and we therefore need to
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construct genetic operators for adding and deleting subtasks in
a structural manner.
One possible inspiration for future work comes from the
related field of evolution neural network (NN) topologies.
Stanley and Miikkuklainen have shown that neuroevolution,
evolution of neural networks by genetic algorithms, can be
used for fast and efficient adaptation of the NN topology. They
evaluated their NEAT system [17] for the most difficult version
of the pole balancing problem, the standard benchmark test
for RL algorithms. The NEAT system, which utilizes incre-
mentally growing NNs and a principled method for genetic
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